CARE FOR YOUR NEW BUBBLER FOUNTAIN

Bubbler fountains are low-maintenance water features providing the
sound of moving water without the ongoing maintenance of traditional
ponds. While there isn’t much care required
to maintain them, there are a few things
you’ll need to do to ensure many years of enjoyment from your bubbler. Call Land Escapes at 402.610.1767 with any questions or
concerns regarding your bubbler. ENJOY!
SPRING:

-Clean any leaves or debris out of cobblestones surrounding fountain.
-Move cobblestone away from access grate and remove grate.
-Place pump into basin and attach hose to water outlet on pump.
-Set pump/hose down into basin.
-Fill basin completely full with fresh water.
-Plug pump in.
-Replace access grate and cover with cobblestones.

THROUGHOUT SEASON:
-Check water level in basin every few days and add fresh water as often as needed
to prevent the basin from going empty. Hot or windy days may increase the
frequency of when you need to add water.
-If you notice decreased water flow, you may need to pull out the pump and clean
the filter, or remove debris from inside of the basin that may be clogging the
pump. Unplug the pump before removing it from the water.
-Water flow and bubble height can be adjusted by slightly moving the hose up or
down within in the boulder. Do not pull the hose completely out of the
boulder however, it should remain in place year-round.
IMPORTANT!! Do NOT allow the basin to run out of water or the
pump will burn out and you will need to buy a new one!

FALL/WINTER:
-Prior to the first hard freeze, unplug the pump, move cobblestone and access grate
and disconnect the pump from the hose (do not take the hose out of the
bubbler or basin. It should remain in place. The pump may need to twist or
unscrew in order to be disconnected from the hose.)
-Store the pump in a warm, dry place over winter
(i.e. garage or basement)
-Put the access grate and cobblestone back in place. You do not need to drain any
water from the basin for winter.

